AccuLink Zoning Systems
™

Precise control. Comfortable air throughout.
Welcome to a higher standard of comfort.

Introducing an innovation for the future
that gives you comfort and control today.
With the new zoning system from American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning, the
utmost in control and home comfort are now yours. That’s because our groundbreaking
zoning system makes it simple to achieve consistent comfort in all of your rooms, year
after year. After all, if your home is like most, temperatures often fluctuate from one room
to the next. Whether it’s because of sunlight, room activity or many of the other factors
that can affect temperature, a new American Standard zoning system can put control
of your comfort right where it belongs. At your fingertips.

AccuLink™ Platinum ZV Control
Your zoning system is controlled by
the most sophisticated control ever
produced by American Standard
Heating & Air Conditioning. One that
will integrate your life and your home
comfort system like never before.

Wired Zoning Sensor with Display
As part of your zoning system, the Wired Zoning Sensor
with Display acts as both a sensor and a thermostat by
allowing you to monitor and adjust the temperature in one
specific zone. It can also share data with, and receive
commands from, the Platinum ZV Control, ensuring
consistent, even comfort in each zone of your home.

Wired Zoning Sensor without Display
The Wired Zoning Sensor without Display
monitors temperature within a specific zone,
while only allowing temperature adjustments at
the Platinum ZV Control – perfect for a child’s
room. When the sensor indicates the need,
heated or cooled air is directed to the necessary
zone for unprecedented comfort.

Unlike conventional systems, an innovative American Standard zoning system is
able to direct heated or cooled air to precisely where it’s needed in your home.
This means every room and hallway will be filled with even, consistent comfort.

Optional Bezel Designs
As fashionable as they are smart, the Platinum ZV
Control and Wired Zoning Sensor with Display
can accommodate your choice of optional colored
bezels to help them blend seamlessly with your décor.
Choices include; graphite (as shipped), white or black.

Comfort tailored to every room in your home.
When your system is installed, your home is divided into different areas or “zones,” each monitored by
a sensor in constant contact with the Platinum ZV Control. When the system detects a temperature variance
in a particular zone, it can direct heated or cooled air to that specific zone using carefully controlled
modulating dampers in your ductwork. As a result, you get perfectly heated and cooled air wherever
it’s needed, along with the ability to adjust temperatures in different zones. So rooms that receive more
sunlight won’t have to be hotter than rooms that don’t, and every bedroom gets a warm and cozy winter.

Wired Zoning Sensor
without Display
Monitors a specific zone,
with temperature viewing
and adjustment done at the
Platinum ZV control.
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Wired Zoning Sensor
with Display
Allows temperature to be
monitored and adjusted
within the zone.
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Kitchen, breakfast area and dining room

2

Living room, front hall and family room

3

Master bedroom

4

Children’s bedrooms, bathroom and hallway

5

Guest room

Platinum ZV Control

6

Basement, addition or bonus room

The hub of the system.

Dampers (see next page for more information.)
(For illustration purposes only. Zones will vary based on application.)

Modulating Dampers
Motorized modulating dampers can
be installed within your new or existing
ductwork to systematically redirect
airflow to where it’s needed.
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As the sun rises and sets, our motorized
modulating dampers have the ability to open
in partial increments so you can fine-tune
zoning areas for maximum comfort.

The Platinum ZV’s easy
to use zoning interface.

Zone Menu Screen

Zone Control

Places all important
zoning features on one
convenient screen.

Monitor temperatures
throughout your home at
a glance, and adjust them
as needed.

Custom Zone Names

Scheduling

System History

Zones can be given
custom names, for
example “Upstairs
Bedroom” or “Home
Office,” for easy control.

Heat and cool on your
family’s schedule, so you
don’t waste energy on
an empty home.

View a detailed history
of your system run
time, and your energy
consumption.

The Platinum ZV comfort control. A higher level of
sophistication for a higher standard of comfort.

At the heart of your zoning system, you’ll find the
American Standard Platinum ZV Control. This powerful
state‑of-the-art technology is dedicated to integrating
your life and your complete comfort.
• AccuLink™ capability
• Nexia™ Home Intelligence connectivity
• 7” high-definition color touch screen

Menu Screen

Alerts and Reminders

Shows your most-used features
and information at a glance.

Detailed alerts remind you when it’s
time to change a filter, or time to call
your dealer for maintenance.

Live Weather

Clean Air Cycles

Stay informed of local weather
with live updates, alerts and
real-time radar data.

The Quick Clean and Allergy Clean
cycles provide boosted clean air
for a few hours or a whole day, to
combat household odors or provide
extended relief to allergy sufferers.

The Platinum ZV’s upgradeable
firmware means you’ll always have
the latest features and functionality.

Add a Wired Zoning Sensor with Display
for even greater comfort control.
Perfect for the rooms your family and you spend
the most time in, like a family room or master
bedroom. The Wired Zoning Sensor with
Display is a sensor and a thermostat that allows
for specific zone monitoring and adjusting.
• AccuLink™ capability
• Allows temperature adjustment of individual zones
• Backlit touch screen

Connect your Platinum ZV to the smart, hardworking

Platinum Air Conditioner

components of an American Standard matched system

Best for warmer climates, it works
with your indoor unit to keep your
home cool.

for unparalleled performance, efficiency and comfort.

OR
Platinum Heat Pump

1

Ideal for homes in milder climates,
the heat pump works with your
furnace or air handler to move heat
out of your home in the summer,
and into your home in the winter.

Variable-Speed Air Handler
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Circulates air throughout all-electric
homes to heat and cool them all
year long.
2

OR
Variable-Speed Furnace
Uses oil or natural gas to warm your
home in winter, while circulating
heated and cooled air all year long.

Designed for comfort. Built to last.

Run your home from wherever life takes you.

For more than a century, families have trusted

Nexia™ Home Intelligence
allows you to manage your home
remotely using most web-enabled
mobile devices.* With just the touch
of a button, you can unlock a door
or turn on lights for security, or
monitor and adjust your heating
and cooling from a distance to
save energy. Simply put, Nexia™ Home Intelligence gives you
and your family all the promises of home automation in the
most simple and accessible way. All so you can connect with
your home, even when you’re not at home. Ask your American
Standard Heating & Air Conditioning dealer for details.

American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning to
keep their homes comfortable. Today, our home
comfort systems continue to push the boundaries of
efficiency and performance, while still delivering
on our proud history of quality, durability and
substantial value. Welcome your family home
to a higher standard of comfort. From American
Standard Heating & Air Conditioning.

*Nexia Remote Climate Access included with the purchase of an AccuLink Platinum ZV
Control. Live video viewing included with the purchase of a Schlage® camera. Other
features may require a Nexia subscription fee.

Our dealers will put you in your comfort zone.
Your independent American Standard Heating & Air
Conditioning dealer is a highly trained professional with
years of experience who’ll work with you every step of the
way in choosing the system that’s right for you – from walking
you through the entire purchasing process to conducting
an in-depth analysis of your home and your comfort needs.
Based on that information, your dealer will recommend a
system that works best for your home. After all, the more
efficient the system, the more comfortable you’ll be.

American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning
6200 Troup Highway • Tyler, Texas 75707

Since American Standard Heating & Air Conditioning has a policy of continuous product
improvement, it reserves the right to change specifications and design without notice.
Read important energy cost and efficiency information available from your dealer.
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